
Formal Modeling and Veri�ation of Systemswith Self-x Properties?Matthias G�udemann, Frank Ortmeier and Wolfgang ReifLehrstuhl f�ur Softwaretehnik und Programmiersprahen,Universit�at Augsburg, D-86135 Augsburgfguedemann, ortmeier, reifg�informatik.uni-augsburg.deAbstrat. In this paper we present a ase study in formal modeling andveri�ation of systems with self-x properties. The example is a exiblerobot prodution ell reating to system failures and hanging goals.The self-x mehanisms make the system more exible and robust butendanger its funtional orretness or other quality guarantees. We showhow to verify suh adaptive systems with a \restore-invariant" approah.1 IntrodutionStill today, many tehnial systems are tailored very rigidly to the originallyintended behaviour and the spei� environment they will work in. This some-times auses problems when unexpeted things happen. A possible way to makesuh systems more dependable and failure tolerant is to build redundany inmany omponents. Another approah is to design systems from the beginningin suh a way, that they an dynamially self-adapt to their environment. Thebene�t of these adaptive systems is that they an be muh more dependablethan onventional systems, without inreasing system omplexity too muh, asnot every senario must be modeled expliitly.From the point of view of formal methods, these systems are more diÆult todesribe as their struture may hange with the adaption. This an lead to prob-lems when funtional orretness of suh a system is to be proven. Nevertheless,in many safety ritial �elds like prodution automation, avionis, automotiveet., funtional orretness and quality guarantees are ruial. We show how anadaptive system an be modeled with formal methods and its funtional orret-ness be proven under adaption. We illustrate this tehnique with a ase studyfrom prodution automation.2 Case StudyThe ase study desribes an automated prodution ell whih is self-organizingin ase of failures and adapts to hanging goals. It onsists of three robots, whihare onneted with autonomous transportation units.? This researh is partly sponsored by the priority program \organi omputing" (SPPOC 1183) of the German researh foundation (DFG)



Fig. 1. Valid on�guration of robot ell2.1 DesriptionIn the prodution ell every robot an aomplish three tasks: drilling a holein a workpiee, inserting a srew into a drilled hole and tightening an insertedsrew. These tasks are done with three di�erent tools that an be swithed.Every workpiee must be proessed by all three tools in the given order (drill,insert, tighten = DIT). Workpiees are transported from and to the robots byautonomous arts. Changing the tool of a robot is assumed to require some time.Therefore the standard on�guration of the system is to spread out the threetasks between the three robots, and the arts transfer workpiees aordingly.This situation is shown in �g. 1.2.2 Self-OrganizationThe �rst interesting new situation ours when one or more tools break and theurrent on�guration allows no more orret DIT proessing of the inomingworkpiees. In �g. 2.2 the drill of one robot broke and DIT proessing is notpossible, as no other robot is on�gured to drill.As the robots an swith tools it should be possible for the adaptive systemto detet this situation and reon�gure itself in suh a way, that DIT proessingis possible again.This an be resolved as shown in �g. 3. Now the left robot drills, the rightrobot tightens the srews and the middle robot is left unhanged. For this errorresolution, not only the assignment of the tasks to the robots must be hanged,
Fig. 2. Hazard due to broken drill Fig. 3. Reon�gured robot ell



but also the routes of the arts and the diretion of the inoming and outgoingworkpiees. If only the tools were swithed, the proessing of all tasks would bepossible, but not in the orret order.2.3 Self-Adaption and Self-OptimizationAnother form of adaption is possible in the prodution ell when partially pro-essed workpiees arrive. A RFID tag an be used on the workpiees that indi-ates whether they have already a drilled hole. Those that have the hole drilleddo not have to be proessed by the robot assigned the drill task. If there isan additional transport art available, then it an bring the partially proessedworkpiees diretly to the robot that inserts the srews.When this has happened, the robot that has been assigned the task to insertthe srews might beome the bottlenek in the system. If an additional robotand art are available, they an be integrated to self-optimize the throughput ofthe prodution ell.Again, self-x properties are only possible beause of internal redundany inthe system. This inludes redundant tools that an be swithed and redundantrobots or transport arts. The di�erene to traditional redundant systems is thatthey are dynamially on�gured and may be used for other tasks if not neededat the moment.The prodution ell is also apable to self-adapt using graeful degradationto ful�ll at least parts of its funtions as long as possible. In this example thisould be drilling holes in a workpiee and inserting srews but not tighten them.Yet another form would be to use one robot to aomplish more than one task.This is also a ase of graeful degradation beause it preserves the funtionalitybut diminishes the throughput of the prodution ell onsiderably.Although small, the example exhibits several aspets of self-x properties andespeially self-adaption. Nevertheless, several interesting questions arise: Howdoes the dynamially hanging organization of the prodution ell a�et fun-tional orretness? What happens while a reon�guration takes plae? Does thesystem produe orretly after a reon�guration?3 Formal ModelWhen trying to build a formal model for an adaptive system, the question ariseshow to represent the dynamially hanging harateristis of suh a system.We found that these an be modeled with tehniques similar to onventionalsystems. We used transition automata as representation for the robots, the arts,the workpiees and the reon�guration ontrol. The funtional properties of thesystem an be expressed using temporal logi formulas.The ruial point of the modeling is the treatment of the reon�guration.We regard a run of a system as separated in prodution phases and reon�gura-tion phases. A prodution phase is haraterized by the invariant \The system



on�guration allows for proessing a workpiee in DIT order". The end of a pro-dution phase is marked by the violation of this invariant. The purpose of thereon�guration phase is the restoration of the invariant. When this is ahieved,the reon�guration phase is over and a new prodution phase starts. We use theterm \restore-invariant" for this approah.We did not implement a spei� reon�guration algorithm in the model butonly spei�ed it in a \top-down" way, as restoration of a funtional invariant.This tehnique an also be applied to the other mentioned self-x properties. Theruial point here is that the algorithm must be able to deide whether theseinvariants hold and restore them if not. Seeing reon�guration in this abstratway gives us the advantage that it is suÆient to prove that an algorithm anrestore the invariant to show that the algorithm provides orret reon�guration,thus modularizing our model.We implemented the formal model of the adaptive prodution ell as transi-tion system in the SMV model heker [7℄. This formalization allows spei�ationof funtional orretness in CTL (omputational tree logi) and LTL (linear timelogi), or their semantis see[3℄.3.1 Transition systemsDue to spae restritions not all transition systems are shown for the automata.The respetive transition preonditions are explained in the text. Dashed linesindiate the e�et of an interrupting reon�guration. If used, this on�nes re-on�guration from normal funtioning.Control Transition System The Control performs the reon�guration of theprodution ell. Its transition system is shown in �g. 4. It waits in state Reonfuntil all robots and arts are in their respetive reon�guration states. Thenit enters the state Initialize. After this, one of the states of the Robot1Confmulti-state is entered, then one of the Robot2Conf states and �nally one of theRobot3Conf states. Whih one of the states is entered, deides whih task isassigned to the orresponding robot. The assignment of the routes to the artsis done analogously in the Cart1Conf and Cart2Conf multi-states. Whih taskis assigned is hosen indeterministially. Corret assignment for proessing work-piees is assured by the spei�ation of the reon�guration algorithm explainedin Set. 3.3.Robot transition systems The initial state Reonf is left when the Controlassigns a new task to the orresponding robot. The sueeding states are eitherreadyD, readyI or readyT for the respetive tasks.When the robot is in readyD state it waits for a new workpiee to arrive.When this happens it enters state busyD. If the workpiee has already been pro-essed with the tool the robot uses, it enters diretly doneD, simulating passingthrough of the already proessed workpiee. After busyD the doneD state is en-tered indiating that the workpiee proessing is omplete and the robot waits for
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Fig. 4. Control transition systema art that fethes the workpiee. When this happens, the robot enters readyDagain. The same holds for the other possible tasks. When a reon�guration isinitiated by the Control, then the robot leaves its urrent state and reentersReonf .Workpiee Transition Systems The workpiees are de�ned via two au-tomata. The �rst one is WP posi . It desribes the position of the workpiee iin the prodution ell.The initial state is Before if the ell is on�gured, then the next state isinfrontD as the workpiees are delivered to the driller not with the aid ofarts but with a onveyor that is not modeled. When the robot that has beenassigned the drill task is ready, then WP posi enters the state inD. When the taskis done, it enters behindD. When the workpiee is fethed, it enters either thestate Cart1 or Cart2, depending on whih art arrived. After the respetive artarrives at either the infrontI or infontT position, the WP posi enters the stateorresponding to this position. The other tasks are modelled in a similar way,the only di�erene is, that after behindT , the WP posi enters the state Beforeagain, instead of being put on a art.The seond transition system for the workpiee isWP statei . It indiates whihtasks have already been ompleted on the workpiee. It onsists of an 3-bit array,eah bit orresponds to one of the possible tasks and has the value 1 if thetask has been done and 0 otherwise. When the workpiee leaves the produtionell, then WP statei is reset to its initial state and it is reintrodued into theprodution ell. When a reon�guration takes plae, the workpiees that are inthe prodution ell are brought to the Before state again, but their ompletedtasks are preserved.
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Fig. 6. Cart stateCart Transition System The arts are represented as the produt automatonof three di�erent automata. The �rst one is Confi , see �g. 5. Its initial state isReonf . The sueeding state is eitherDI or IT , depending on the on�gurationthat the Control automaton assigns. If Confi = DI then the orrespondingart is assigned the route between the drilling and the srew-inserting robot,Confi = IT is then the route between the srew-inserting robot and the srew-tightening one. When a reon�guration starts, then Confi enters Reonf again,to get a new on�guration.The seond automaton for desribing a art is Cstatei , see �g. 6. The initialstate is idle and indiates that the art is waiting behind a robot and waitingfor a workpiee proessed by this robot. The state loaded is entered when aworkpiee has been proessed by the robot the art waits behind, and is tobe transported on the assigned route. When the art arrives at the next robotand the workpiee is fethed, then the state bak is entered. The idle state isreentered when the position of the art is again behind the robot.The third automaton for the desription of the arts is Cposi . It represents theposition the art is at. The positions orrespond to the possible positions of theworkpiees. The initial state is Undefined. Its route is abstrated to three states,behind a robot, between two robots and in front of the next robot. Dependingon the assigned on�guration these are either the drilling and inserting or theinserting and tightening robot.Failure Automata For the modeling of failures we use failure automata. Thesean be either transient or persistent see �g. 7. The initial state of a failure au-tomaton is no, i.e. there is no error at the moment. The automaton an indeter-ministially enter state yes, indiating that an error has ourred. A transientfailure an disappear, again in an indeterministi way.3.2 PrediatesFor the prediates we use the notion A = s as abbreviation for the prediate\automaton A is in state s". For the formal model we de�ne the prediates Raiwith i 2 f1; 2; 3g and a 2 fd; i; tg. These variables are true if robot i has beenassigned task a by heking whether the orresponding automaton is in one of
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no yesFig. 7. Failure automata for transient and persistent failuresthe states orresponding to task a. Together with the on�guration automata ofthe arts we de�ne:robotConf := (Rd1 _ Ri1 _Rt1) ^ (Rd2 _ Ri2 _ Rt2) ^ (Rd3 _Ri3 _ Rt3)artConf := (Conf1 6= Reonf) ^ (Conf2 6= Reonf)onf := robotConf ^ artConfditCapable := ^a2fd;i;tg( _j2f1;2;3gRaj ^ ( ^k2f1;2;3gnj :Rak))artCapable := (Conf1 6= Conf2 ) ^ (Conf1 6= Reonf) ^ (Conf2 6= Reonf)This means that robotConf holds when all robots have a task assigned. Thesame holds for the arts with artConf . The variable ditCapable is true whenthe assignment of tasks to robots inludes all three tasks. As the variables Rai arede�ned via the states of the robot automata, the formula Rai ! Vb2fd;i;tgna :Rbialways holds.To model broken tools as failures in the model of the prodution ell we de�netransient failure automata as explained in Set.3.1 for all tools of all robots. Aomplete list of possible failure modes an be found with tehniques like failure-sensitive spei�ation [8℄ or HazOp [5℄. These failure automata are alled failsaiwith i 2 f1; 2; 3g and a 2 fd; i; tg. Using these automata we de�ne additionalboolean variables:ditFailurej := _a2fd;i;tg(Raj ^ (failsaj = yes))ditFailure := _j2f1;2;3g ditFailurejThis means that ditFailurej holds if robot j has been assigned a task itannot perform as the orresponding tool is broken and ditFailure indiatesthat one or more robots have been assigned a task that is impossible at themoment. Whenever the external Control detets that ditFailure holds, then areon�guration is triggered.For proving funtional properties and speifying a orret reon�guration al-gorithm the prediate ditPossible is needed that holds if a orret on�guration



is still theoretially possible. We used the disjuntion of all orret robot on�g-urations for this. It is important to mention, that this is not needed in the modelitself but only to speify the reon�guration algorithm and to prove funtionalorretness. That means that ditPossible may also be de�ned in another way,e.g. to model graeful degradation adaption.3.3 Spei�ation of Reon�gurationFor this spei�ation of the reon�guration we used LTL. SMV allows LTLformulas in assumed properties. The two spei�ations are as follows:onfDIT := G ((robotConf ^ artConf)! ditCapable ^ artCapableonfCorret := G ((Control = EndReonf)!X (ditPossible! :ditFailure))That is, onfDIT spei�es that every reon�guration results in a sensibleon�guration of the prodution ell. Every tool must be available and the artshave distint routes assigned. The property onfCorret spei�es that whenevera reon�guration has just been �nished, ditFailure is false as long as orreton�guration is still possible. All funtional properties in the next setion areproven under the assumption that onfDIT and onfCorret hold.4 Veri�ationWe see a run of the system divided in phases of prodution and reon�guration.In a prodution phase, workpiees are proessed in a straightforward way. Whena tool breaks, then a reon�guration takes plae that hanges the organizationof the ell. The propositions we want to prove are the same as in a onventionalsystem, i.e. that proessing of the workpiees is done in orret DIT order andon all workpiees that enter the prodution ell.Proposition 1 assures that as long as ditPossible holds every workpiee will�nally be proessed by all tools. Therefore, as long as proessing is theoretiallypossible, all tasks are exeuted on all the workpiees.AG (ditPossible! (AFWP statei = [1; 1; 1℄)) (1)This does not yet guarantee that proessing is done in the orret DIT order.For this property we prove the following:AGWP statei = [0; 0; 0℄ _A [WP statei = [0; 0; 0℄untilWP statei = [1; 0; 0℄ _(A [WP statei = [1; 0; 0℄untilWP statei = [1; 1; 0℄ _(A [WP statei = [1; 1; 0℄untilWP statei = [1; 1; 1℄℄)℄)℄ (2)



Proposition 2 proves that proessing is never done in a wrong order. Togetherwith proposition 1 we know that as long as proessing is possible, proessing withall three tools is done.The next propositions show that the modeling of our ell is sensible Propo-sition 3 shows that workpiees never oupy the same position \in" a robot.Proposition 4 shows that arts are never at the same position. Their positionis not traked in a reon�guration phase. Proposition 5 shows that if for a artis loaded, then it arries a workpiee, i.e. a workpiee has the same position asthe art. AG (WP posi = WP posj !WP posi 62 finD; inI; inTg) (3)AG ((Confi 6= Reonf ^ Confj 6= Reonf)! (Cposi 6= Cposj )) (4)AG (onfigured! (Cstatei = loaded! 9j : WP posj = Cposi )) (5)These proposition show that the modeling of the prodution ell is orretaording to the requirement that failures an our and proessing is orretlyadapted to these failures as long as possible. Furthermore we provided severalpropositions that showed that the ell is modeled in a sensible way beyond theadaption apabilities.5 Related WorkMuh of the available work on adaptive systems and veri�ation thereof is basedon agent-oriented programming. These mentioned papers have no similar oneptto our \restore-invariant" tehnique for top-down design for systems with self-xproperties.Bussman et al. [1℄ de�ne several funtional requirements and software engi-neering requirements that an agent-oriented system must ful�ll in order to bequali�ed for industrial ontrol problems. Both funtional and software engineer-ing requirements are met by our model of the prodution ell, although it wasnot designed having agent-orientation in mind.In [2℄ Bussmann et al. desribe an adaptive prodution system based onagent-tehnology. An aution based approah is taken where agents bid for tasksand a self-organization of material ow takes plae. They prove that their ap-proah is free of deadloks and give good reasons and empirial observations forinreased produtivity. This di�ers from our approah as it is more direted toinreasing throughput and not to make the system more dependable to failureof omponents.Kiriakidis and Gordon-Spears desribe in [4℄ an approah to restore super-vision and assure spei�ed behaviour of robot teams. It it based on transitionautomata and a language that is expressed by these automata. This language ishanged by learning algorithms triggered by unforeseen events. This approah



is direted more to team omposition instead of robot funtionality as in ourexample.Another approah is taken by Cornejo et al. in [6℄. A dynami reon�gurationprotool is spei�ed and veri�ed using the LOTOS language. It onsists of aon�gurator agent and appliation agents that ommuniate over a softwarebus. Its asynhronous ommuniation would be an interesting way to implementa reonfguration algorithm that ful�lls the mentioned invariant.6 ConlusionWe presented a ase study in formal modeling and veri�ation of self-adaptivesystems. The example prodution ell exhibits several self-x properties, partiu-larly self-organization.We have shown a way how to guarantee funtional orretness under thepresene of failures and reon�guration. The idea is to impose invariants to bemaintained by the system. In ase of failures, the invariant is violated and thetask of the reon�guration or the adaption is to restore these invariants. Thisleads to a \top-down" design approah for self-adaptive systems, separating spe-i�ations from their implementations. We all this approah \restore-invariant".In the example we foused on funtional orretness but the invariants ouldalso express other goals like throughput performane, load-balaning or graefuldegradation.The next step is to look at the additional self-x properties of the produtionell mentioned in Set. 2.3. Other interesting topis are overoming the limita-tions of �nite state spaes and measuring the bene�t of adaptive systems. Ofourse we will also generalize the onepts from this ase study to make thisapproah appliable to general forms of self-adaptive systems.Referenes[1℄ S. Bussmann. Agent-oriented programming of manufaturing ontrol tasks, 1998.[2℄ S. Bussmann and K. Shild. Self-organizing manufaturing ontrol: An industrialappliation of agent tehnology, 2000.[3℄ Doron A. Peled Edmund M. Clarke Jr., Orna Grumberg. Model Cheking. TheMIT Press, 1999.[4℄ K. Kiriakidis and D. F. Gordon-Spears. Formal modeling and supervisory ontrolof reon�gurable robot teams. In FAABS, pages 92{102, 2002.[5℄ T. A. Kletz. Hazop and HAZAN notes on the identi�ation and assessment ofhazards. Tehnial report, Inst. of Chemial Engineers, Rugby, England, 1986.[6℄ R. Mateesu M. A. Cornejo, H. Garavel and N. De Palma. Spei�ation and veri�-ation of a dynami reon�guration protool for agent-based appliations. In Pro.of the IFIP TC6, pages 229{244, Deventer, The Netherlands, The Netherlands,2001. Kluwer, B.V.[7℄ K. L. MMillan. Symboli Model Cheking. Kluwer Aademi Publishers, 1990.[8℄ F. Ortmeier and W. Reif. Failure-sensitive spei�ation: A formal method for�nding failure modes. Tehnial Report 3, Institut f�ur Informatik, Universit�atAugsburg, 2004.


